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RESOLVING TIME OF THE SCINTILLATION COUNTER 

R. F. Post 

Stanford University, Stanford, California 

February 14, 1952 

ABSTRACT 

UCBL-1675 

The general aspects of resolving time limitations set by fluctuation 

phenomena in the scintillator are discussed. A solution to the optical 

problem of the time-intensity distribution of scintillations transmitted 

through a light pipe is sketched. This solution is t~en used to compute 

the resolving time broadening due to the effect of.the light pipe• It is 

shown that a broadening of the order of a factor of two or more can occur 

. with light pipes of moderate length. An estimate is then made of the limit.= 

ing resolving times which might be obtained at presento These turn out to 

be approximately 3 x 1o-lO second with no light piping, and correspondingly 

longer with light pipeso The possibility of counting Cerenkov radiation to 

obtain short resolving times is indicated, and ways are indicated whereby 

th'e above limiting times might be reduc.edo 
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Paper presented at NBS-AEC-AIEE-IRE Scintillation Counter Sym.pos:D.m$ Washing
ton Do C., January 29-30, 1952o 

RESOLVING TIME OF THE SCINTILLATION COuNTER* 

Ro Fo Post 

Stanford University, Stanford, California** 

February 14, 1952 

This paper will discuss the way in which statisacal fluctuations 

associated with the emission and collection of photons from a scintillator 

limit the attainable resolving time of the scintillation countero 

Consider first the problem of calculating the ultimate speed of a 

scintillation counter in which all broadening effects due to the photo-

multiplier and succeeding circuits have somehow been removedo In such a 

case all scintillation counts, presented on a time axis~ would appear some-

what as shown in Figo lo 

I 
I 

t = 0 

Figo 1 

Some time after the excitation of the scintillator (t = 0), fluorescence 

photons ~e emitted and eventually collected at the photocathodeo A small, 

randomly selected, number of these photons. eject photoelectr.ons from the 

multiplier photocathodeo After multiplication these appear as individual 

pulses as showno On the average, these pulses will be closest spaced in 

time near t: 0, and thereafter their average frequency of occunence will 

diminish with the scintillator decay timeo However, apart from this general 

* Work Supported in part by the ONR and in part by the AEC. 
** No~ at the ,University of California, Berkeley, Californiao 

.. 
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widening, it is apparent that their spacing will be random, and this 

·· randomness will introduce an . inevitable time uncertainty in\;o t}le measure-

menta. 

To convert such a signal into a measurement of the time t = 0 we must 

.fix our attention on some feature. of the received signal and use this as 

a marker from which we measure time. Stripped to its essentials, our pro-

blem can be stated as foll()ws: It for each scint-illation count. we can 

measure precisely the time of emission of one of the photoelectrons, say 

the Qth one (after the passage of a particle through the scintillator), with-
. ' 

in what limits d.oes this time fluctuate with respect to time t= 0? This 

statement of the problem is a realistic one for weak events in slow scin

tillators, when the individual photoelectron pulses ca:q be resolved in time. 
_.:.:•·-

For energetic events in fast SC?intillators, ho.wever, it is at present not 

possible to resolve the individual photoelectronc-ounts.with presently 

available multiPliers. In this case, choosing the Qth photoelectron as a 
. . ' 

marker corresponds approximately to·setting some pulse height discrim~~ting 

circuit ~o trigger at a given pulse height - reached after the integration 

(overlapping) of Q amplified photoelectrons. In this case there will be an 

additional uncertainty introduced in that the value of Q a.t which the dis..; 

criminator triggers is not precisely defined • . This will introduce an · 

additional indeterminacy in the timing. 

It should be carefully noted that the resolving time limitations befein 

discussed take the form of a fundamental uncertainty in defining a time of 

occunence, in the sense that any attempt to refine the electronic counting 

' ' / 
circuits to a resolving time shorter than this time will result not only in 

reaching a limiting conventional "resolving time" not shorter than these 

uncertainties, bUt will also result in an unavoidable loss of counts, so 

,..·.:_ : 
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that in the limit of perfect multiplier and coincidence circuits, the 

counting efficiency must approach zero. 

The problem of calculating the statistical fluctuations in the arrival 

time of the Qth photoelectron is a straightforward one in statistics. The 

general solution to this problem for an arbitrary light emission and collec-' 

tion function, f ( t) , has been published 0 1 As an example, consider the ease 
..... 

of the exponentially decaying scintillator, for the moment neglecting light 
.. . 

collection delay effects. If N(t) photons are emitted by the scintillator, 

then a small fractio~ f(t), on th~ average, are converted to photoelectrons~ 

with 

f(t) = R(l - e- ~t)~ 

R is the average total number emitted, and f(t) thus describes the averag~ 

number of emitted photoelectrons as a function of the time. The average 

rate of emission is, of course, 

proportional to the product of. R anci the decay constant )\. o 
' ' . 

In this case the solution for the flu~tuation time, at, in the arrival 

of the Qth photoelectron takes the asymptotic form (R >> 1) g 

(~ t)2;::::: ·g__ [1 .t 2(Q t 1) t 0 0 J 
(R~)~ . R ] 

. ' ' (' 

It is to be noted that ~t depends primarily on the initial rate of photon 

emission, R '1\, and not on the number R, so·'that those scintiliators with 

the largest value of R 1\ are best suited· to' fast countingo To take a practi

cal case of a fairly large event ·in a ·scintillator such as terphenyl in 

1 J;i. F. Post and L. I. Schiff~ Phys. Rev.· 80, 1113 (1950)o 

j 
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toluene we might have typidally: 

Q :::t 25, R = 75. 

The decay constant, ~~ has been determined by several investigators to be 

about 4 · x 108 sec-1 (1~ = 2. 5 x lo-9 sec.) • Thus we find for At, the 

time indeterminacy: 

At~-± 2.5 x lo-10 sec. 

This is optimistic, since .Q is in general not defined precisely for a:ny 

given measurement~ as discussed above. The possibility of reaching Q = 1, 
. ..:. 

where At takes its smallest value, is discussed later. 

We now inquire as to what effect, if any, the optical phenomena occur-

ing in the transmission and collection of the light will play in the ultimate 

time uncertainty. It is apparent that transmission and collection will 

reduce the rate of photon arrival at the photocathode compared to the ideal

ized example above, since the light arrives at the photocathode after succes= 

~ reflections inside the scintillator and light pipe, if one is usedo Thus 

.from the qualitative behavior of the solution given above it can be seen 

that At will be increased. 

It turns out that as far as ~ effects are concerned a rigo~ous 

solution of the optical problem of the crystal or light pipe may be con

structed by a. simple device.*· Consider a rectangular parallelepiped of 

arbitrary dimensions. A particle is assumed to pass throUgh this figur.e 

parallel to the top sur~ace at a distance h above th~ bottom surface, as 

shown in Fig. 2. 

index of 
refraction e. n 

Fig. 2 

~ This method of solution is undoubtedly a verr old one, but the author 
has. been unable to find prior references to it. 
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-Now if each surface except the bottom one is perfectly reflecting,·· and the 

bottom surface (located at the photocathode) is transparent, the intensity

time distribution of the light passing through the bottom surface c~n be 

shown to be precisely equivalent to that foUnd,for' an isoiropic point source 

(and its image in the upper surface) located above an intinite .. plane, where 
_.. 

now we ask for the time of arrival of the photons at the infinite planec(Fig.J). 
: .. ' ' 

The time distribution of the point sources is to be the sam:e as that of 0he 

original fluorescent track; namely N(t). 
' ' . 

The equivalence of the two cases 

(valid also for a cylindrical light pipe of arbitrary c~~s~ 'se~tio~) is 

based on the physical fact that the downward component' of veiocity of any 

initial ray is unchanged by reflection in an arbit~ariiy located verticai 

surface. I• 

e, N(t) 
OOOODtlO~O 

e. N(t) ' 

h _.---- index of ~efraction = n 

Fig. 3 

The solution of the optical tinie-iritensity problem fo~ an~ N(t) can 

now be simply obtainedo Departure £rom perfect reflectivity,.which may 

occur for rays past the critical angl~for total internal r~flection, will 

reduce somewhat the incident l~ght, _but, Wi~ .in general oniy.affect the 

longest delayed components. This can be allowed for. 

When N(t),. the original llght pulse, ~akes place.near the top of the 

pipe and is of negligible duration (for example, if it is due to diffused 
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Cerenkov radiation, with neglect of the particle transit time), then the 

solution for the light pulse at the bottom of the light pipe takes on a 

particularly simple form: 

= 0 

N
0 

is the total number of photons emitted initially, and t
0 

is the time of 

transit of the firstrphoton to reach the bottom of the pipeo Departure ~rom 

perfect reflectivity beyond the critical angle will result in a reduction of 

the light flux for t > nt
0

, so that some of the (late) photons will be ab

sorbed, reducing the total light flux by perhaps 30 percent in a typical · 

case. 

It can be seen that in this example, even though the initial~ of 

light emission at the particle track approaches infinity, the light flux at 

the bottom of the pipe is quite finite, being reduced to a maximum value of 

N0/t0
, and thereafter decaying inversely as t 2o It follows that if the actual 

initial light pulse has a finite rate at t = o, as is the case for the ex

ponentially decaying light pulse considered earlier, then at t ~ t0 ~ df/dt 

must be zero$ thereafter increasing linearly, finally reaching some maximum 
.J 

value, and then decaying with the ch~acteristic decay time of the scintil= 

latoro Qualitatively, df/dt would look something like Figo· 4o 

df 
dt 

0 t 
Figo 4 
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So that f(t) would have the qualitative appearance of Figo 5o 
··R- ---------- ---

f(t) 

Fig. 5 t 

Reduction of df/dt near the origin will increase At. If. t 0 << 1/'1\, 

• the increase will be negligible for presently access4ble resolving times, 

but for a light pipe where t
0 

is comparable to 1/~ (h of the order of 10 

em or more for terphenyl in toluene) the collection t.~e spread will ap-

preciably increase At. 

The exact calculation of the general solution for the case described 

above, where both light collection effects and scintillator decay are exactly 

represented by f(t) is comparatively difficult. It is however, possiple to 

obtain an exact solution for a particular functional form of f(t), which 

can be made to approximate the actual f(t) quite well in certain caseso If 

f(t) is taken to have the form 

f(t) t) o. 

It can be shown that by properly choosing the parameter oC, both f(t) and 

df/dt will have the correct behavior near t = 0* (as compared with an ex

pansion of the exact f(t) about this point), ar1d also it can be seen that 

f(t) has roughly the right asymptotic behavior for t large.** Thus the 

* · t = 0 is here taken to be measured from the time of arrival of the first 
photon at the photocathode. 

** Strictly speaking, 'the form of f(t) chosen is not "well behaved" for 
t -+ oo, so that the series solution obtained is an asymptotic ~ne. 
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function chosen should be expected· to give reasonably reliable results 

when used to calculate Ate The asymptotic series for At in this case is g 

} ( At)2 ::::::; o(t~{Q [ . Q ... 1 (Q :t l)(Q + 2) .L .] 

. lt +. 2 'f' 00 

R R R 

3 ( Q + ~) ( Q + ~) fn 0 0 0 ] 

2 J 
8 R2 

r 12 r 'lr(Q +. J) l Q + 1 __ 2 1+ . 2 + 
r(Q) 2R 

If this solution is evaluated for the case t
0

;:::: 1/() ~ where it should be 

quite good, it can be shown thatcC.should have the value e, 2o72o .Evalu= 

ating At above, for.Q:: 25, Ro:: 75; t 0 := 1/7) = 2o5 x lo-9 second, we find 

(At)~ 5 x lo-1° sec~, so that the effect of a perfectly reflecting l.ight 

pipe with a length.of the order of a foot or so>is to about double the 

time uncertaintyo Departure from perfect reflectivity will increase At 

correspondinglyo 

Since time uncertainties At as calculated above will appear in both 

channels of any coincidence circuit operated from the counters~ then the 

"conventional" resolving time of the coincidence circuit will be approxi

mately~ times as broad at least, as the times herein calculated, or about 

7 x lo-10 seco in the example aboveo The unc.::ertainty jn the value of Q at 

which an impulse is recorded (introduced largely by the circuit used~ and 

by the photomultiplier) will also add to the broadening, as mentioned above 

It can be seen that an appreciable deterioration in resolving times 

is to be expected when light pipes of moderate length are usedo 

In conclusion, one can summarize the results of these calculations by 

making educated guesses as to the limit of resolution of the scintillation 

counter with presently known scintillatorso So long as photomultipliers 
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are not capable of resolving the individual photoelectron pulses, the 

desirable case Q = 1 is not accessible. Thus if no light piping is used 

it appears that for events of usual size (approximately 1 Mev lost in the 

scintillator) resolving times better than about 3 x lo-10 second cannot be 

achieved. When light pipes of even a few centimeters in length are used 

this, figure must be appreciably increased. 

With improvement in the photomultiplier to the point where the case 

Q = 1 may be distinguished with certainty, an improvement of the order of 

3 or more might be in sighto With the use of Cerenkov radiati9n as a light 

source, the calculations indicate an order of magnitude of improvement is 

possible, provided a photomultiplier capable of such resolution is then 

available. 

Qualitative verification of the effects of scintillator statistics on 

resolving times, and the broadening due to the use of light pipes seems to 

have been obtained by various groups using scintillation counters in high 

resolution coincidence measurements. There has not as yet been any careful 

quantitative investigation of these effects as ~ar.as is knowne 

Information Division 
2/14/52 bm 




